Appendix B – Street Furniture Images

Notes:

1. Benches, bike racks and planters are styles taken from the Downtown Streetscaping Design Plan (DSDP), 2011
2. Waste and ash containers styles are not taken from the DSDP, 2011.
3. Suppliers for all products will be determined through Low Cost Quote process

Benches:

Bike Racks:
Planters:

Waste Containers:

Below is an example of a solar powered, self-compacting waste container. The container below is from Bigbelly, however the supplier is to be determined through the Low Cost Quote process.

Ash Containers:

Below is an example of a pole mounted ash container would look fastened to a streetlight pole. The container below is from TerraCycle, however the supplier is to be determined through the Low Cost Quote process.